
Week Eight Review 
 
In this final week of lessons, we’re analyzing some of the most unique examples of 
Voice and Style in writing. 
 
Many will tell you that voice and style are all that matter in identifying someone as a 
master writer, but I’m sure we all know some writers who have their own way of 
writing, but it has never gotten them into the annals of literary history. 
 
In fact, there are times that a writer’s personal voice or style might be so off-putting 
that they only manage to garner a small fan following, and never hit the big-time 
master status. 
 
That’s generally because they only have cared about how they want to write and 
what they want to write about, without considering anyone else’s perspective 
(especially their readers) and really doing the work to suss out the fundamentals to 
their concept and storyline. 
 
Of course that doesn’t make a piece of writing memorable. It isn’t evergreen content. 
 
Sure, it might be sensational and garner brief spurts of attention (and you should 
definitely have some sensational pieces in your archive), but the willingness to do the 
hard work of writing and creating is where the masters really shine. 
 
So this recap is about voice and style, but it also isn’t. Because I can’t tell you what 
your voice and style should be. No one can. 
 
Instead, today is about looking over everything, thinking of what works (and what 
doesn’t) for you, and considering how you can continue on your path to master 
writing when you wake up tomorrow morning. 
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Day 50 - Old Man  
(Key Takeaways) 
 

● Hemingway is considered one of the most prominent examples of modern 
voice and style, as his own writing was such a departure from the literature of 
the time. 

● His voice and style is most known for being succinct and direct. 
● This is a result of his journalistic and foreign correspondent background, where 

the facts and details were literally what he was writing home about. 
● While many will try to justify their own thin writing with Hemingway’s minimal 

style, the truth is Hemingway knew his stories and characters at their full 
depths. What he shows the reader above the water-line, and the even greater 
backstory that lies beneath. 

● He just doesn’t feel it necessary to tell the full backstory—only to know it 
himself.  

Things to Consider 
 

● Is your own writing style ornate and filled with backstory, or do you prefer the 
more minimal and less-adjective/adverb laced prose? 

● How much thinking do you do about the “iceberg” of information behind the 
lesson or story you are sharing? Do you know ⅔ more than the ⅓ you show 
your readers? 

● How might you be able to incorporate more facts and details into your writing, 
in the style of a more journalistic or academic approach? 
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Day 51 - De Oratore  
(Key Takeaways) 
 

● Speaking and writing are intrinsically intertwined, as they are both the result of 
words and language coming together to share thoughts and stories. 

● It is still possible to be great at one, and not the other. 
● By speaking, you will see where your writing might have issues or will suffer 

(you’ll hear the blips when you try to read them out loud.) 
● Similarly, if you are doing a lot of public speaking, writing it out again and 

again until it is exactly what you want the crowd to hear, will only improve your 
speech. 

● Daily exercise is imperative to improving both these skills. 
  

Things to Consider 
 

● How often do you read your own writing out loud? Do you find places you’d 
change when you do that? 

● If you do any amount of public speaking, how much prep work do you do to 
write it out before? 

● Is your speaking voice and style the same as your writing voice and style? How 
do they differ, if there are differences? 

● Why would you write differently than you would speak? 
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Day 52 - Song of Solomon 
(Key Takeaways) 
 

● We don’t always write in the exact same way we’d speak. Especially if we are 
writing for a character or concept that is vastly different than our own 
background and experience. 

● This is especially important to consider for brand writing, or writing for other 
publications. 

● While we may not write in the exact tone or style we’d normally write, our voice 
should remain consistent.  

● Your voice is your voice is your voice...even when it is coming out of a 
character’s throat, the way you write that character is a way only you can write 
them. 

● It is possible to write about things we don’t have personal experience in, and 
do it well enough that others can still identify with them. 

 

Things to Consider 
 

● Do you always have the opportunity to write exactly what you want to say and 
how you want to say it?  

● When might you not have that luxury in your writing career? How will you 
handle it? 

● What are the non-negotiable parts of your voice and style? What are you willing 
to compromise on, and what are absolute imperatives to keeping your writing 
yours? 
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Day 53 - Subtle Art  
(Key Takeaways) 
 

● What we are taught is “acceptable” in terms of writing and communicating is 
not always the case. 

● When it comes to something like cussing, it can be a powerful tool to be 
wielded in your writing (if you want to use it.) 

● But it should have a purpose. Words earn their spaces on a page or screen, and 
if you are going to use profanity, know why you are doing it. 

● Repetitive words can reinforce a concept or theme, even though writing 
lessons tell you not to repeat them. 

Things to Consider 
 

● Do you use profanity (or slang, or idioms) in your writing?  
● Is there anything about your own voice and style that deviates from what you 

were taught when you were learning “the proper” way to write? 
● Are you afraid to write such things, as you are worried what others might think 

of you? Or how it might affect your future pursuits? 
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Day 5 - As It Lays  
(Key Takeaways) 
 

● Writers share the pictures in their heads, through words. 
● Often, there are a zillion things converging in those pictures to get one piece 

out. 
● A voice is merely the vehicle by which a concept or premise gets out there. 
● Writers write, in part, to understand themselves what they are struggling with 

or see. 
 

Things to Consider 
 

● What are the pictures in your head that you are trying to share? Do you actually 
stop to visualize the stories you are telling, even if you are writing about facts 
and information? 

● How much of your premise do you understand before you get started? 
● Why do you write? 
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